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ABSTRACT

A rigorous theory for modeling, analysis, optimum nonseparable filter bank in multidimensional M-band quantized sub
band codec are developed in this paper. Each pdf-optimized quantizer is modeled by a nonlinear gain-plus-additive uncor
related noise and embedded into the subband structure. We then decompose the analysis/synthesis filter banks into their 
polyphase components and shift the down-and up-samplers to the right and left of the analysis/synthesis polyphase 
matrices respectively. Focusing on the slow clock rate signal between the samplers, we derive the exact expression for the 
output mean square quantization error by using spatial-invariant analysis. We show that this error can be represented by 
two uncorrelated components ： a distortion component due to the quantizer gain, and a random noise component due to 
fictitious uncorrelated noise at the quantizer. This mean square error is then minimized subject to perfect reconstruction 
(PR) constraints and the total bit allocation for the entire filter bank. The algorithm gives optimum filter coefficients and 
subband bit allocations. Numerical design example for the optimum nonseparable orthonorm£il filter bank is given with a 
quincunx subsampling lattice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Subband coding has been proposed for many applicat
ions in the field of speech, image, and video compression. 
Presently the DCT is the industry standard ； however fu
ture application such as MPEG-4 may require greater 
compression and performance than that obtained from 
the block transform coding.

In the absence of quantization noise, prefect recon- 
struction(PR) theory for multidimensional subband filter 
bank(FB) is well established[l]-[5]. The multidimension시 
m미tirate FB is not a simple extension of the one-dimens- 
ional(l-D) FB except for the separable case. The main 
complication arises from the subsampling lattice D in the 
decimator[l][6]. In 1-D, the downsampler retains every 
A/th sam이e in the sequence, discards the rest, and then 
reindexes the time scale. In multiple-dimension, the deci
mat or retains samples located on a subsampling lattice, 
which is represented by the subsampling matrix D, with 
integer elements. Thus the filter design problem necess
arily depends on the choice of sampling matrix. For the 
separable FB with a diagonal matrix D, most of the 

results from 1-D FB can be easily extended to the mul
tiple dimension in a separable fashion along each dimen- 
sion[5]. However, the nonseparable case, is far more com
plex and the effect of sampling matrix D must be care
fully considered into the design problem.

Most of the previous works in multidimension have 
been developed under the assumption of no quantization 

noise and of simple separability conditions of the filter 
bank. Woods and O'Neil[3] have introduced 16 bands 
separable filter bank system to code pictures with DPCM. 
But they used existing quadrature mirror filter(QMF) to 
split the subband images. Westerink, et al[7] also decom
posed the image into 16 separable subbands, but encoded 
with a vector quantization. In ref. [8], they also showed 
the analysis of a two band quantized FB structure and 
used a QMF on the actual test image in a deterministic 
way. Vandendorpe[9] assigned some subjective weights to 
different frequency bands and minimized the weighted 
quantization noise. But he assumed a simple input-inde
pendent white additive quantization noise model which is 
not valid for the pdf-optimized quantizer! 10]. Yet neither 
the actual mathematical analysis of the q냐antization noise 
nor the optimum nonseparable filter bank design with 
quantization errors embedded explicitly in the criterion 
have been reported in multidimensional filter bank so far.

This paper is an extension of the one-dimensional work 
in [11] to multiple-dimensions. A key approach is the 
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model-based decorrelation of the quantization noise from 
the input signal by use of the gain-plus-additive noise 
model for the pdf-optimized quantizer. We then embed 
the quantizer noise model into the subband structure. 
Using polyphase decomposition of the FBs, we calculate 
the output MS quantization error as the sum of two 
components;a distortion and a random component. This 
mean square error(MSE) serves as the measure in the de
sign and evaluation of quantized subband filter banks.

This paper outline is as follows: Section II provides a 
brief review of the quantization model and the basic not
ations and definitions in multidimensional multi rate FB 
theory. In Section HI, we develop the optimum multidi
mensional M-band filter bank structure in the presence of 
pdf-optimized quantizers as a generalization of 1-D filter 
bank theory presented in [11]. We derive the multi
dimensional version of MS quantization error formula at 
the reconstructed output by using the polyphase de
composition of the filter bank. As we will see, the deri
vation is quite straightforward, but the underlying theory 
is quite different from the 1-D case. Section IV describes 
the optimum filter design methodology in multidimens
ional subband structures. Specific design example for the 
nonseparable orthononnal FB with quincunx sampling 
matrix is investigated.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first review the gain-plus-additive 
noise model for the pdf-optimized quantizer advanced by 
Jayant & Noll. Then we briefly summarize the l)asic not
ations and definitions in multidimensional multirate filter 
bank theory that will be used throughout this paper.

A. Quantization Model

Fig. 1 (a) Pdf-optimized quantizer, (b) gain-plus-additive noise 
model.

Fig. 1(a) shows the block diagram representation of the 
pdf-optimized quantizer：^, the signal to be quantized, is a 
input random variable with a known pdf pv(v) with zero 
mean and variance o；;。is the quantized output ； and v is 

the quantization error with variance

1
 + 8 f + 00 _

v2p6(v)dv= (v~vppv(v)dv (1)
-00 J — co

The quantizer that minimizes 나lis MSE is called the 
pdf-optimized 피oyd-Max quantizer[12][13].

For the pdf-optimized quantizer, it can be shown that 
the quantization error is unbiased and that the error is 
orthogonal to the quantizer output[61[10]

硏히 = 0, E\vv] = Q. (2)

This implies quantization error v is correlated with the 
input v, and that the variance of v

. (3)

Hence, the input-independent-additive noise model is only 
a approximation to the pdf-optimized quantizer,

Fig. 1(b) shows a gain-plus-additive noise model rep
resentation which is to model the quantizer. As suggested 
by Jayant & Noll[10], we can choose the input signal-de
pendent gain a and the variance of random fictitious noise 
r as

屛
a- 1-----7 , =a(l -a) o} ~a(rl. (4)

Then this choice force r and y to be uncorrelated such 
that

硏户이 = E31奶一9)비그 (1 《一药 = 0, (5)

further it satisfies the conditions in (2).

B. Review of Notations and Definitions in M니tidi- 
mensional Filter Bank [ 1][6]

Let the TV-dimensional discrete signal x(n) be defined on 
an integer lattice A, where n~ («i, n2,…，nW is the set 
of all integer vectors. With the transform variables and 
integer matrix D

旦 드【习 , 处, …, ZnV.
쯔 = [叫, …, 奶vK

dn •- • d\N

D니%, 如 d시 =
d그 刁22 •- ■ d& , (6)

dm d" •- • dNN

we define
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罗 = 1貿니 Z*,

z~' 2dt, zdu -■ • ZdNi

zD = z~2 = zda •• • K

舟 zdw •-

/ 0시 0 MJ
(7)

(10)

shown( •) in Fig. 2. Clearly, the union of two cosets as
sociated with above co set vectors for a given sublattice 
yields the rectangular lattice.

Then the Z and Fourier transform of the discrete ^-di
mensional signal x(n) can be written as

X(z)= E x(丝)2-거, 씌 = £ *( 丝)#쓰「호. (8)
MG A Me A

Let Ap be a sampling sublattice which is the set of all in
teger vectors m=(m ,刀Z2,…，^n)t generated by m-Dn 
of the nonsingular integer sampling matrix D for some 
integer vectors n, A given sublattice Ad can be described 
by more than one sampling matrix and the sampling ma
trices are related to each other by postmultiplication by 
an integer matrix with determinant equal to ± 1. For ex

ample, the following two-dimensional quincunx sampling 
matrices[4][5]

1 1 1 [1-11
D2= (9)1 -1 I 1 1 I

define the same sublattice as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Sublattice defined by , D2( • : coset vectors associated 
with Z)i).

The coset is the sei of points obtained by shifting the 
origin of sublattice Ap defined by sampling matrix D by 
integer vectors k in the unit cell. The integer shift vectors 
k are called the coset vectors associated with D and there 
are exactly M= I det£> I of distinct coset vectors denoted by 
{&o, k\,…，k_M~\}- For example, with the quincunx sam
pling matrix D\ in (9), the associated co set vectors are

Fig. 3 Representation of Mdimensional down-and up-sampling.

The sampling operations in multidimensional filter banks 
is represented diagramatically in Fig. 3 and defined by

[v(D~}n) D~}n an integer vector 
w(w) = x(Dn), >(??) = \ ― 一 (11)— — —(0, otherwise

so that

/、(x(»), we A„
乂公)= (12)

(0, otherwise

The downsampler accepts samples lying on the sublattice 
A/), discards others, and reindexes the spatial axes. The 2- 
transform is given by

1 M-\
f(z) 二—— £ X(zD""眼d* (13)

~ M / =()-

where D -7 is transpose of D~} and M = I det D I. The up- 
sampler takes points v(n) on a rectangular lattice and 
maps them into the sublattice A/)and the “transform is

y(z) = r(2p). (14)

Thus the combined operation from input to output yields

1 M — I

r(s)=—— E M2 e~j2nD~T^), (15)
- 归顷 -

and the output is simply those input points that lie on the 
sublattice .

Throughout the rest of this paper, we will heavily rely 
on the notations and definitions from [1][6],

III. Quantization Error Analysis in Nonseparable 
N-dimensionalM-Band Subband Structure

The nonseparable AEiimensional M-band FB with pdf-
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optimized quantizers is shown in Fig. 4(a). The structure 
is maximally decimated (or critically sampled) if the num
ber of channels is equal to IdetZ기 and we will only
consider this case.

By using polyphase decomposition of the analysis/syn- 
thesis filter bank, we can show that

做力=£ 厂如義J，歸伝)=£ hk(Dn^-ki)z~n,
1 = 0 ne A

M-t
^k(2)=l 孕夙原d) j 条原) 그q： g必丝 + 虫)厂茬

Z = 0 mg A
- (16)

for ^ = 0, 1,…，M- 1. Note that the positive exponent 
shift vectors are used at the synthesis side to compensate 
for the delays at the analysis side. We can also note the 
difference in forming the polyphase component of the 
analysis/synthesis filters between the 1-dimension and the 
^-dimension filter bank. In 1-D, the coset vectors are the 
points on the interval [ 0, Af —1] defined by the scalar fac
tor M. To get the analysis polyphase component, we shift 

hk(n) by I and subsample the translated 知3 +/) by M to 
get +Z) for each ZG [0, M — 1 ]. On the other hand, 
to obtain the A^-dimensional analysis polyphase expan
sion, we select the Mdimensional coset vectors {&(), k\, 
…，} associated with NXN sampling matrix D and 
shift hk(n) by ki and downsample by D to get h^Dn + 虫). 

We can aslo make the same arguement about the syn
thesis polyphase components.

Then the analysis/synthesis filter bank can be repres

ented in terms of the polyphase matrices 祁g) and 力(£)

角＞(Z)니佛，认3)]材〉w, 务‘(g) 니务)，认£)Lwxw (17)

in the same manner as in the 1~D case[l 1|, but with a vec
tor notation. We then replace the bank of pdf-optimized qu
antizers by gain-plus-additive noise model, and the analy
sis and synthesis filter banks by their polyphase equival
ents in Fig. 4(b). In this case, the transpose of 务(g) emerges 
as the synthesis polyphase matrix followed by positive ex
ponent shift vectors. Now the system is spatially-invariant

-「瓦商가-（回2辿）—[ 0 I—— ---（ID） 匚妪
X 匝一口?正匸质1'竺흐『一一一©—-3布가Q

(a)

二（끄）

(c)

Fig. 4 (a) Multidimensional nonseparable A/-band FB with qu
antizers, (b) polyphase equivalent structure, (c) equivalent 
vector-matrix representation.
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from £(丝)to and can be represented by Fig. 4(c). In 
this figure, A is diagonal gain matrix such that

= diag]次o, a\, •••, \ ],

S, = diag[s0, Si,…，爲—」 (18)

where 叫=1一品/片 and(7~.= al，for / = 0, 1, 
M-l.

From Fig. 4(c), the total quantization error 野(g) is the 
difference

，脇N)= %(N)- %(g)
=(.A - /)^p(z) ^(2)(19)

where I is MXM identity matrix and %(冬) is 나le system 
output without quantizers.

For notational convenience, we define MXM diagonal 
matrix

B = A —diag[ao~ 1, 이 — 1, cxM-\ ], (20)

and substitute decimated signal 匕(4)=为(砂纟伝.)into (19) 
to obtain

= &(g) + 聲化) (21)

where is a signal distortion component due to the 
quantizer gains and >/„(z) is a random component due to 
the random fictitious noise.

Since v(n) and r(n) are uncorrelated from the quantizer 
model, we can derive the output power spectral density 
(PSD) of 나re quantization error %(z)

S切«)二 邳 >T)8S끄® 8(席⑵/ +宓( 一 z-1) &序)(务(€)/ 

(22)

where S理(力，电(£)are PSD matrices of subband 血) 
and random error r(n) respectively. Then we can expand 
the multidimensional polyphase matrices 务侦)in 
terms of matrix polynomials such that

,»p(z)= L -»P.nZ~~, 务伝)=£ 务边 gf (23)
츠e A MG A

where the MxM analysis/synthesis polyphase coefficient 
matrices are

ho(Dn +^o) 丝+&i)…ho(Dn
_ h\(Dn +W h\{Dn +k})…hx(Dn^p,n — . . . .—- ,

如一](D笙+&Q)如一1(四+如 …hM-]{Dn+kM-i)

gotDn-ko) ga(Dn 一虹)…ga(Dn-kM-0
_ g\(Dn-k^ gi(Dn-ky)…gi(Dn-kM_}) 

^P.n— . —— . .-—

gM-\(Dn~ko} gM~\(Dn-k\)…gM-】(D冬一纟m-i)

(24)

N이e that the negative coset vectors {尬} are used in the 
synthesis polyphase coefficient matrix because of the posi
tive exponent 아lift vectors at the synthesis side in Fig. 4 
(a). Then the correlation matrix &必&) can be represent
ed as

役』® =说,"*  RM * B(如T +広_» * &处)* (痂T.

(25)

Al & = Q, (25) becomes the covariance matrix

R%&(Q) = ZL ZL 0kiBRMd-iE) B0p、起
- jea kea

+ L E 矶jR&lE)务早 (26)
a ke a

From Fig. 4(b), we can demonstrate that R坦(Q) is the 
covariance matrix of the block output vector

/(丝)니〃o(丝), 〃血), …,血)]

^ly(Dn+ko), y(Dn +&),…,y(Dn +kM-\)]

Therefore, the MS quantization error at the reconstructed 
output can be defined as

片=EH 3仞)一3仞)卩[=Trace!如齐(Q)]

스。*+就 (27)

The distortion and random components of the error are

兄 = 土 Trace] £ E 歹易时끄妇一亙)8务/], 

M A AeA

= E 就氏我T)务弱， (28)
M A *eA -

and RVy(rn) 그 硏纟(竺)Qr(w + m)] and = E[r(«)r广(竺

+m)] are the cor丁이ation matrices of decimated signal v 
(n) and random fictitious noise r(w). Note that the sum
mation index % k in (28) are not scalars, b나I ^-dimen
sional vectors corresponding to the polyphase coefficient 
matrices.

In order to get a parametrized multidimensional MSE 
measure, we substitute the synthesis polyphase coefficient 
matrices into (28). Then with some mathmatical manipu
lation, we can show that the multidimensional version of 
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the distortion component of the output MSE is

] M-\ w-i
= —- £ £ £(QL 1)(的一 1) &巧(重)

M 끄 i = 0 j = Q

E +Z), (29)
Ze A

and the random component is

] M~\ W-I

E L E Rr.r.M E gt(l)gi(.Dm+l) (30)
M 끄 j = o j = o Zg a

where cr^ = aia^~ai A2~2Ria.
As in 1-D case in refill], we assume Rrr(k) is diagonal 

and white such that

E[ n(n) r® ] = b 麟一 j <5( w).
= 응[兄, 兄 , …, 成宀」 (31)

Then the distortion component remains as in (29), but the 

random component reduces to a simple form

1 M — I

= — E 兄 E g；Q) (32)
M 1=0 leA

so that the total mean square(MS) quantization error is 
just the sum of (29) and (32).

From Fig. 4(a), the correlation function R®(也分 in (29) 
can be represented as

&，•血?) = E[ 既(丝) 顼丝 +크?)]

E[xi(Dn)x^D(n +理))]=(33)

Furthermore, we can express the subband correlalion fun
ction Rg(® in terms of the input correlation and the 
analysis filter impulse responses such that

任』仞) = R皿㈣ * 4仞) * hj( 一크分

=£(E点+拿商))喝(曳-分. (34)
k I

Thus we have formulated the N dimensional output MSE 
explicitly in terms of the analysis/synthesis filter coeffici
ents, the subsampling lattice, the input signal correlation 
model, and implicitly in terms of the bit allocation for 
each band. Our objective is to find the optimal PR filter 
bank which minimizes this MSE for a given total bit allo
cation. Note that the MS quantization error formula in 
(29) and (32) depends on the choice of sampling matrix D 
rather than a scalar M as in I-D case.

IV. Optimum Design for 2D Nonseparable 
Orthonormal Filter Bank

In this section, we will first consider 2D perfect recon
struction conditions for the orthonormal filter bank as a 
generalization of the 1-D version. Then we will develop 
the optimum nonseparable 2D orthonormal filter bank 
structure with quincunx sampling matrix.

A. 2D Nonseparable Orthonormal Subband Filter Bank 
Orthonormal filter banks satisfy PR when the synthesis 

polyphase matrix satisfies[5][6][14]

免(35)

from the sufficient PR condition

= 席 (?)%(W)= 厂비. (36)

For this case, the analysis/synthesis polyphase matrices 
are lossless such that

^p(z) ^p(z) - /, and 务(Z)勿(W)=七 (37)

where 纟，祁馈jn the spati이-domain, this con
dition becomes

prs(Dn)= < 如(&), hs(Dn +&) > = drs 5{n). ( 38)

which implies the following orthonormality conditions

hr(k) hr(Dn -\~k) - d(n), L hr(^)hs(Dn +^) = 0ke A — — _ 一 既 /、 ~

for r^s. (39)

Eq. (39) states that each filter {hr(k)} is orthogonal to its 
translate h^Dn +^) and {hr(k)} is orthogonal to {ks(k)} 
and to all translation in lattice of {hs(k)}. This is a lattice 
extension of orthonormal PR condition[5].

For the 2D two-channel orthonormal filter bank with 
/7o(2], 22)of size L\ XL2(=even) FIR filter, we choose

可(石，为)=2严1"投1>反0(-打'，一z；')

O써(构 , »2)= ( - 1 )*"'  +n, +l) WZ-1 - I -«l, -«2)

(40)

to satisfy orthonormal PR conditions. Then the synthesis 
filters are spatially reversed versions of the analysis filters 
[6][14]

Go⑵，= Z产f芝产一“乩伝己Z注)

Ogo(死I, «2)= W^|-1 -Ml, ^2-1 ~«2),
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0伝32)="“一官『咄"，可)

OgiWi, n2)= h](L\ - 1 -Mi,侦-1 ~n2)
=(—l)s+臨加(构，從). (41)

From Eq. (37), we can rewrite the orthonormal PR con
dition in (39) in terms of synthesis filters. Then the orth
onormality conditions removes the cross-correlation ef
fects between the channels in output MSE expression in 
(29) and (32). Thus the 2D version of MS quantization 
error formula reduces to

y, — G d

1 M — I t M — I
L (田Sf-I)?片，(T^= — L S：兄 (42) 

M i = o M ! = o

where느加(*) 加(£)R”值一I).

B. Optimum Design Example for 2D Nonseparable 

Orthonormal Suband Structure
Design example for the optimum nonseparable orthon

ormal filter bank is presented for 2D two*channel  filter 
bank with equal size 4X3 filters.

The optimization algorithm is based on the exha나stive 
search of all possible bit allocations constrained by the 
total number of bits. For each bit combinations, we com
pute the optimal filter coefficients, and the associated 
MSE. We choose the one with the smallest MSE among 

them.
The tested input image is the standard 256x256 LENA. 

Thus we will show the analysis and simulation results of 
the designed optimal filters based on the LENA image.

We assume globally stationary source model for the 
test images which is a rather strong assumption, but it 
makes the analysis simpler. Then the separable autocor
relation function of AR(1) source can be written as

Rxx(m, n)=成 p'尸 p'r' (43)

. 1 」
where the input variance _詩)，and ph, Pv

are directional correlation coefficients. Note that the first- 
order correlation coefficients ph, pv can be easily deter

mined from

ph = /?rr( 1,0), Pv — 1) (44)

with respect to normalized input variance This
pair of parameters for LENA image is known to be = 
0.942 and pv = 0.972[6].

To calculate the 이uantization error variance 房 in (29), 

we actually simulate the parameter 晶 by using

房,=角2顷品， (45)

with the bits allocated to the Lloyd-Max quantizer. These 
are shown in Fig. 5 for LENA input image,

.-- I
?() !

i.o y

()5 ■ ；

J f & 一 LENA

0.() J —......... \----- —I -------- ■->—   —|-.............—---- -

(I 1 2 3 1 3
R

Fig. 5 日(R) vs. R for AR(1) gaussian LENA input image

The optimal design for the nonseparable orthonormal 
FB is shown in table I for input testing image. The corre
sponding optimal impulse responses for testing image is 
given in table II.

separable orthonormal FB
Table I. Bit allocations and simulated MSE for optimum non

R 曲 R MSE
1 1 1 0.3243

1.5 2 1 0.0925
2 3 1 0.0382

separable orthonormal FB
Table II Optimal filter coefficients of LPF 儡(也，舛2)for non

! Ml , 0 1 2
(a) R= 1 bits/pixel
0 -1.478e-31 -0.21326 4.283e-34
1 0.73279 0.53332 6.525e-02
2 0.29306 0.11875 -0.16320
3 -4.067e-34 4.747e-02 -3.408e-32

R~ 1.5 bits/pixel

0 1.772e-22 -0.21404 5.578e-33
1 0.73124 0.53220 6.728e-02
2 0.29409 0.12175 -0.16729
3 -3.950e-33 4.897-02 4.055e-23

R-2 bits/pixel
0 -3.167e-21 -0.21405 1.385e-32
1 0.73123 0.53218 6.730e-02
2 0.29411 0.12177 -0.16732
3 -3.218e-32 4.898e-02 -7.248e-22

As we see from Table I, the output MSE tend to de
crease as the average bit rate R is increased. We also note 
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the significance of the optimal bit allocations at the low 
frequency side of subband image. This is because the 
most energy of the input testing image resides in the lower 
frequencies than high frequencies. From Table II, we see 
the insensitivity of the orthonormal FB to changes in av
erage bit rate R although the output MSE is hig비y de
pendent on them. Therefore it provides a robust system 
to changes in input image statistics.

Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of the total output 
MSE with distortion component tr*  and random compon

ent cr：. It demonsti■쇼tes that the random component is a 
dominant error source in the output MSE.

Fig. 6 The output MSE comparison of designed optimum or
thonormal FB with distortion and random component of 
error.

V. Conclusions

We have presented a methodology for the modelling, 
analysis and design of the optimum nonseparable filter 
bank in the presence of quantization noise in multidimen
sional A/-band subband filter banks. The optimized struc
ture consists of optimum filter coefficients, bit allocation 
and pdf-optimized quantizer with PR constraints imposed 

on the non-quantized codec.
We have designed the optimum orthonormal FB for 

the nonseparable case and tested optimum design on the 
standard LENA image. From the simulation results, we 
observed two importatant facts about the designed opti
mum system. First, the optimally designed orthonormal 
subband system provides the robustness to the varations 
of input statistics. In orther words, whatever the input 
image is, we might still use a fixed designed filters be
cause of the robustness of the filter. Second, the random 
component of error dominates in the total output MSE. 
This indicates the possible reduction of total ouptut MSE 
by monitoring the random component of error in proper 

way. Yet this topic is under investigation.
Finally, we emphasize that our approach is so general 

to apply the system of any dimensionality and any sub
sampling matrices.
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